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Questions

 Submit questions at any time 
during the webinar

 If we don’t get to your 
question, send them via 
email to dmqc@acr.org and 
we’ll respond ASAP

 Fodder for future FAQs



Overview 
• Why:

• The benefits of the ACR QC Digital Mammography 
Program

• How:
• How to perform the QC tests

• When:
• Steps to transition to the new QC Manual

• Resources:
• Where to go for help



Benefits of the 
ACR Program



Definition

Definition

• An Alternative Standard was issued by the FDA for the ACR DM QC 
Manual.

• This means it can replace any other Manufacturer QC Manual.

• Therefore, you can stop using Mfr QC Manuals when you 
switch to the ACR DM Manual.

• Note: Some Mfr’s have “calibrations” that are  different than QC 
Tests.  These are manufacturer specific and may need to 
continue if the Mfr requires them.  It is important to differentiate 
“calibration” and “QC Test”.



Why should we switch?

Every day efficiency
• Fewer QC tests than mfr QC
• Lower frequency of QC tests
• Less total time spent on QC tests
• No more “baselines” in any tests
• No more calculations of any sort
• All results are read or scored directly from the Acquisition Monitor
• 2D and Tomo are both included
• Forms can be either paper or electronic (both provided by the ACR)

…yet, QC tests are more useful, more relevant, more helpful, and provide a 
better quality evaluation of your system!



Why else should we switch?

Improved quality

• Much better (new) phantom

• Better artifact detection

• QC program is structured for modern facilities (with multiple units, 

multiple RW’s, and at multiple facilities)

• Team approach emphasized with QA Committee

• (Tech, Rad, Management, Medical Physicist)

• Radiologist involvement and feedback incorporated in QC program



Why else should we switch?

Life is easier with standardization

• Expect cleaner MQSA inspections

• Standardization reduces errors

• No more chasing mfr QC manual versions

• Current edition & future revisions will provided by ACR

• QC forms will be provided by the ACR (paper or electronic)



The 2018 ACR Digital Mammography 
Quality Control Manual 

*Link for free 
download sent 
to all ACR 
mammography 
accredited 
facilities  



How to 
Perform the 

Tests
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The ACR DM Phantom 
*Phantom must be purchased 
from an approved vendor 
(listed on the ACR Website)
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Serial Number



Pass Criteria: 2 Fibers, 3 Specks, 2 Masses

Equivalent to SFM Phantom:         4 Fibers, 3 Specks, 3 Masses

Serial NumberPass
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SN
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Apply ~10 to 15lbs (4.4 to 6.7 daN)

Safety Note:   Ensure tape (or designated thickness test object does not scratch, or leave residue, on the 
detector cover or paddle! 
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Note: Test pattern testing and/or Manufacturer Tests are only required if available.  If not available, then 
this part of the test is NA.
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in the non breast area.

Background OD Cavity OD Dmax

SN-1234 

SN
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High 
Volume 
could do 
Monthly.

Lower 
Volume 
could do 
Quarterly
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Note: This test 
and form may be 
useful in meeting 
the FDA EQUIP 
requirement.
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And from the Medical Physicist…..
• Single 1-page summary form
• Single 1-page corrective action form (if necessary)
• Single 1-page reports for AW’s & RW’s
• Technique Chart
• Summary letter that goes directly to the Radiologist 

informing them of important physics testing results 
(image quality & dose).

• Reason: We want the summary letter to be given to the LIP.

• Provide the Tech with a dedicated form with 
acquisition parameters for the ACR Phantom 



Transitioning



Transition – BIG PICTURE
 In order to transition to the new manual, a mammo unit must have an annual 

physics survey – we’ll call this the unit’s transition survey.
 Once the mammo unit has its transition survey, it is now in the new QC program 

and Tech’s can begin performing the new ACR DM QC tests.
 The mammo unit’s transition survey starts the one-year clock on the display devices 

requiring their transition surveys.
 Until each display device has a transition survey, it must continue on its existing 

manufacturer’s QC program.
 Upon having its (display device) transition survey, a display device is then in the 

new QC program and the Tech can begin performing the new ACR DM QC tests.
 Each display device needs to have its transition survey within a year of the mammo

unit.
 After each transition survey by the Physicist (for either a unit or display device) the 

Technologists should begin the ACR DM QC Tests and this date should be noted in 
the QC books.   At this time, Manufacturer QC may be stopped (as ACR QC will be 
performed going forward).
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Transition – Practical Steps (recommendation)
 1.  Order/buy a phantom (from and approved vendor).
 2.  Organize a meeting with relevant Lead Techs, Facility Managers, Medical Physicists (MP), 

and Lead Interpreting Physician (LIP) to develop an implementation plan and schedule.  
 3.  To begin, an MP must test a unit and/or display device using the ACR QC program 

BEFORE the Tech can start Tech QC.
 4.  After the MP tests a unit and/or display device the tech must start ACR QC (and this date 

should be documented in the QC book).
 5.  The ACR does not need to be notified.  This information will be reviewed by your MQSA 

Inspector during your annual inspection(s).
 6.  For display devices, it’s the same process, MP tests using ACR QC, then, Techs follow with 

ACR QC.   
 7.  After the first unit is tested by the MP, all display devices have 12 months to be tested using 

the ACR program.  In the meantime, facilities should continue with Mfr QC for the displays.

 8.  BIG NOTE: The key to successful transition comes from the initial group meeting 
where you develop a schedule to make sure each unit and/or display device is having the 
proper QC methodology being performed (Mfr vs. ACR).  
 There may be overlap where you’re performing ACR on a unit before a display, or, where 

it’s the display(s) that have been tested before all the units are tested.  As long as you 
have one large DM phantom image acquired from MP testing on a single unit, you can use 
this phantom for display testing across multiple display devices.
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Transition – Practical Steps
 One way to transition (an example):

 Have MP and Lead Tech(s) meet and train each other on how to perform and 
document correctly each test (on Units and display devices).  This includes 
determining what kind of unit(s) you have (2D, DBT, Add-on DBT, etc) and which 
tests need to be performed.  Once this is established, it will simplify everything.

 Have Lead Tech, Manager, and LIP meet to review QC Tests and the new Quarterly 
QC Review Test.  Orient the LIP to the tests and their overall responsibilities of 
Mammography QC for their facility.

 Have Tech’s start performing ACR QC on selected devices (Unit and RW) for, 
perhaps 1-3 months before MP does ACR Testing.  This would mean you’re running 
parallel Tech testing (Mfr & ACR).  Note this is not that burdensome and worth the 
investment to ensure seamless transition.

 At the end of Tech ACR QC trial period, have MP and Tech review the documented 
QC and ensure correct.

 Have the MP test a Unit for ACR QC.  Next day have Tech start  (continue) ACR QC 
on this unit.

 Document in the QC book the day ACR QC officially starts. (Note it must start with 
MP testing of a unit and/or display device.

 (Note #2: this may have to be scaled depending on how many units/RW’s/facilities)
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Resources
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ACR Mammography 
Accreditation Website

Resources
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ACR Mammography 
Accreditation Website

Resources
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ACR Mammography 
Accreditation Website

Resources
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ACR Mammography 
Accreditation Website

Resources



Resources:

• The QC Manual itself

• The ACR Mammography Accreditation Website

• In particular, the FAQ’s contain all the latest information that 

are most helpful to facilities

• Training Webinars

• Your Medical Physicist

• Call the ACR!



Why should we switch?

• Question: is it worth switching to the ACR Digital Mammography 
QC Program.

• Answer: Yes, for reasons such as ease of learning, ease of 
documentation, less tests, less time need for performing the tests, 
no baselines, no calculations, better forms, better handling of 
offsite equipment, better handling of multi-facility situations, better 
phantom, and… most importantly, an overall superior program 
that focuses on quality while respecting the time and resources of 
mammography facilities.



And now, the ACR Staff

If we don’t get to your question, send 
them via email to dmqc@acr.org and 

we’ll respond ASAP.


